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Latest developments in 
radiation crosslinkable compounds, 

with focus on rolling stock. 



What will you know in 24 minutes from now  ?

- Short background of our company
- What is radiation crosslinking and its advantages
- What compounds did we develop in the past 12 months
- What is “rapid transit & rolling stock”
- Which compounds have been approved to

EN 50264 and EN 50306 railways standards.
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1)The background of Inhol bv
1982/1983: 

-Jacob Steendam and Ron Goethals get into the heat-shrink tubing
business.                                                       
Employer: Electronized Chemical Corp.Europe (ECCE), part of the               
USA-based High Voltage Engineering Group, which was founded by
Robert van de Graaff, inventor of the Van de Graaff generator
(resulting in e-beam accelerators). ECCE in The Netherlands has         
3 e-beams for crosslinking their heat-shrink products.

- Jacob: Sales & Marketing Manager for Europe, Africa & Middle East.      
RRon : R&D Manager.

-1988 : 3M acquires ECCE. Jacob stays in the organisation.                           
Ron moves to High Voltage Engineering as Project Manager.

-1990    : Ron and Jacob start their own heat-shrink tubing facility,           
based based on silane-crosslinkable compounds: Plastronic bv.
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Principle of the famous

“Van de Graaff Generator”
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Huge potential difference
(= Voltage) due to 
creating continuous
static electricity by
moving conveyor belt.
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Intresting effects of the Van de Graaff accelerator

and its ‘static electricity’!
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1)The background of Inhol bv
1990 – 1999 : 

-Plastronic is approved supplier at companies like Boeing,  
Lockheed-Martin,  Texas Instruments, Audi, etc.

-Starting join-ventures in Malaysia, Australia, France, UK, Estonia, 
USA and Hong Kong.

1999 : Selling all shares to the other share-holder in the company, 
who joined Plastronic in 1997 (Campine NV, Belgium). Campine sells
the company to Tyco in 2000.

1999 : Jacob and Ron start Inhol bv and initially concentrate on
developing and selling equipment and crosslinkable compounds to                
the heat-shrink industry.  

2000 : Inhol bv starts to develop and sell wire & cable compounds

Inhol bv



Crosslinking : Why ?

-Improved heat & deformation resistance

-Improved fluid and oil resistance

-Improved tensile strength

- Improved stress crack resistance

- Create a non-meltable product (short circuit)

- Improved cold flow resistance (under pressure)

- Reduced dripping in a fire

- Improved abrasion resistance

Inhol bv

Heat shock 136°C  
non-XL insulation

Heat Shock 250°C
XL insulation

(Pictures from Habia)
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Crosslinking in the cable industry is usually 
accomplished by:

- Silane crosslinking (humidity)

- CV curing (high pressure steam, salt bath or nitrogen)

- Radiation crosslinking
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The compound developments presented here, are based on:

Radiation crosslinking
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2) What is radiation crosslinking?
(also called e-beam crosslinking or  Beta (β)-radiation)



.
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• High energy electrons collide with polymer molecules 
• Formation of carbon to carbon bonds 

(-C-C-) between adjacent polymer molecules.

(Picture borrowed from BGS)



How does an e-beam work for crosslinking purposes ?
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E-beam theory: The basic principle of an e-beam is the same as for an (old) TV!

E-beam accelerators, work on the same 
principle as a television tube.

Electrons are generated by a heated filament 
which forms the electron gun. A voltage 
gradient draws the electrons away from the 
gun and accelerates them through the vacuum 
tube. As the high voltage beam of electrons 
passes from the beam tube and through the 
scan magnet, an oscillating magnetic field 
sweeps the beam back and forth across the 
scan window. 

A television operates at about 25 kV, which is 
enough to generate images from the electrons 
striking the fluorescent screen of the picture tube.

Electron beam AcceleratorTarget

Elektron gun

How does an e-beam work for crosslinking purposes ?
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25 kV 
(= 0,025 MV)



The voltage of an e-beam 
typically  ranges from 500 kV to 
5 MV which is enough to 
accelerate the electrons 
through the metal foil (usually 
titanium) of the scan window 
and irradiate product (= target)
passing beneath. 

Electrons accelerated under a 
voltage of 5 MV are traveling at 
approximately 99.6% of the 
speed of light, or nearly 
300,000 km/sec, when they 
enter the scan window.

Target

Electron beam

Accelerator

Scan horn

Elektron gun

How does an e-beam work for crosslinking purposes ?

(Pictures borrowed from IBA)
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The voltage of an e-beam 
typically  ranges from 500 kV to 
5 MV which is enough to 
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through the metal foil of the 
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How does an e-beam work for crosslinking purposes ?
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500 - 5000 kV 
(= 0,5  - 5 MV)

(Pictures borrowed from IBA)



Examples of applications, crosslinked by e-beam and the required energies 

1 MeV = 1 Million electron- Volt   

Energy            
Application

Low energy
electrons
< 0,3 MeV

Medium 
energy
electrons
< 1,5 MeV

High energy
electrons
< 5  MeV

Very high 
energy
electrons
< 10 MeV

Wire & Cable 
(insulation and jackets) X X X
Heat-shrinkable tubing & sheets
Heat-shrinkable molded products X X X
Heat-shrink film 
(for packaging & food) X X
PE foam (sheets) X X
XLPE water tubes & pipes 
PEX-pipe X X X
XLPE floor-heating systems X X X

Inhol bv



Layout of  an e-beam facility
Electron accelerator

Underbeam handling systems (UBHS) 

Heavy wall
‘bunker’ Winding and 

unwinding of tubing

Inhol bv

(Pictures borrowed from IBA)



.

• Due to the high voltage levels of the e-beam X-rays are produced 
which are caused by the ‘decelerating- or stopping-effect’ of the 
electrons. 
In Physics this phenomena is well known as ‘Bremsstrahlung’.

To protect for ‘Bremsstrahlung’ a bunker-type facility inside a 
building is needed. (About 1 meter thick concrete walls)

• When the e-beam is switched off … NO ‘Bremsstrahlung’ is 
created anymore and NO RESIDUAL ‘Bremsstrahlung’ is left.  
(Similar to switching off the X-ray device by your dentist)

*     Products are NOT made radioactive

E-beam ‘radiation safety’ (and misunderstandings)

Inhol bv
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3) Advantages of radiation crosslinking

• Energy efficient
• Highly reliable
• High processing speeds (> 1000 m /min)
• Widest range of crosslinkable polymers available (compared to 

CV-curing and Silane-crosslinkable systems)
For instance: PE , PE-coplymers (such as EVA, EEA, EMA, EBA), 
CPE, TPE, PBT, PVDF, ETFE, Fluorelastomers, etc)

• Crosslinking happens at room temperature (no heat required)
• E-beam depreciation is less than approx. 150 Euro/day (20 years)

(High quality e-beams on the market for less than Euro 1.000.000)
• Most versatile and flexible crosslink system
• Rather simple chemistry
• No scorch (= premature crosslinking) possible during extrusion
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There are mainly 2 options to get access to an e-beam:
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There are mainly 2 options to get access to an e-beam:

• You can either invest in your own e-beam (+ bunker)
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There are mainly 2 options to get access to an e-beam:

• You can either invest in your own e-beam (+ bunker)

• Or use one of the existing radiation centers, such as:

- BGS (3 centers in Germany)
- Leoni-Studer (1 center in Germany and 1 in Switzerland)
- Isotron (1 center in UK)
- Irradose (1 center in Sweden, started November 2009))

Inhol bv



Latest developments in 
radiation crosslinkable compounds, 

with focus on rolling stock.
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Solar (acc. To TUV 2Pfg 21169, halogenfree)

The combination of flame-retardancy, (wet) 
electrical properties and 20.000 hrs 120°C 
operating temperature is the challenge.

The development resulted in 5 compounds which got approvals in 
the industry to TUV 2Pfg 21169 :

Radiation crosslinkable:

RDX 2125-IN-S (insulation and jacket). Approved in Europe

RDX 2125-PV-SOLAR (insulation and jacket). Approved in Europe

RDX 21169 (insulation and jacket ; high electrical properties). Approved

CV curable in the Far East

POX 21169-1 (insulation) &  POX 21169-2 (jacket). Approved in Europe



Solar (acc to UL 4703, halogenfree)

Is an even more interesting challenge due to       
the combination of higher flame-retardancy
and long term (wet) electrical properties

+ =
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http://images.google.nl/imgres?imgurl=http://www.friedas.com/images/underdevelopment.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.friedas.com/index.cfm%3Fshow%3Dfs_faq&usg=__KJ_jACo8JUGfg3tNZJNNP2Hc4PM=&h=317&w=425&sz=31&hl=nl&start=1&tbnid=XeBzMGIzA3xOnM:&tbnh=94&tbnw=126&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dunder%2Bdevelopment%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Dnl


Halogenfree:

RDX 2145         :    125 ºC ; VW-1

RDX 2150-0      :    150 ºC ; f.i for UL 3289, UL 3321

RDX 2245         :    125 ºC ; IRM 902 Oil resistant (24 HRS @ 100 ºC)

RDX HF 52.1    :    125 ºC : IRM 902 & IRM 903 oil-resistant

General Purpose



Defense & Marine
(acc. to VG 95218 Part 28 Type C & E (jacket)                  

( (for cables, coupling equipment)

and VG 95218 Part 29 Type B. C & D (jacket) 
prp (for external cable for submarines)

High flame retardancy, good mechanical properties and extremely
high oil, solvent and fluids resisistance and a 20.000 hrs 105°C 
operating temperature : 

RDX 9503-3 (VG 95218 / 28 C & E) ; RDX 9529-1 (VG 95218 /29 B, C & D)

XL-ETFE 
RDX 42759 ….to meet defense specifications like : MIL-W-22759



Latest developments in 

radiation crosslinkable compounds,

with focus on rolling stock.



We got the request from the industry to : 

“Develop Halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds for

rolling stock & rapid transit
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Let’s get back to the base of this presentation



Rolling stock is the collective term that describes all the 
vehicles that move on a railway. It usually includes both
powered and unpowered vehicles, for example
locomotives, railroad cars, coaches and wagons.

But……what is rolling stock & rapid transit ?



Rolling stock is the collective term that describes all the 
vehicles that move on a railway. It usually includes both
powered and unpowered vehicles, for example
locomotives, railroad cars, coaches and wagons. 

A rapid transit system is an electric passenger railway, 
usually in an urban area with high passenger capacity
and frequency, and which is separated from other
traffic.                                                               
Rapid transit  includes metro, subway, underground or
elevated railway.

But……what is rolling stock & rapid transit ?



THIS is rolling stock & rapid transit !

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:VAL-Zhongsan-Reverse.JPG


Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

Why this request ?



Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

Because :
- till recently the know-how has never been freely
available on the open market. 

- relatively few companies were controlling this
profitable business.

- By getting access to such compounds, ‘other’ cable
companies would be able to enter this field and claim
their share of this lucrative market.



Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

The railways & rolling stock standards require
the cable industry to meet following critical ‘levels’ :

- 2 levels of low temperatures : -25 °C and -40 °C 

- 2 levels of fluid resistance: oil resistant (IRM 902) , or extra oil & fuel
resistant (IRM 903)

- 3 Hazard levels (HL)  : HL1 ; HL 2-3 ; HL 4

This results in following table ….

………For both (thin wall !) insulation and jacketing



Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit
Tabel of critical levels as defined by the railways & rolling stock industry

Insul. Sheath Requirement Hazard level 
Temperature / oil

1 2 & 3 4

EI 106 EM 101 Low temp, oil resistant - 25°C ; IRM 902 A B C

EI 107 EM 102 Extra low temp, oil
resistant

- 40°C ; IRM 902 D E F

EI 108 EM 103 Low temp, extra oil & fuel
resistant

-25°C ; IRM 902  
& 903

G H J

EI 109 EM 104 Extra low temp, extra oil
& fuel resistant

-40°C ; IRM 902
& 903

K L M

EI 110 - Extra low temp, no oil & 
fuel resistant

- 40°C O O O



‘Halogenfree’ ?   Why ? ………..because :
Halogenfree
compounds
do not result
in toxic gases

Halogenfree
compounds
do not result
in corrosive
gases

In case of a fire

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit



‘Halogenfree’ ?   Why ? ………..but ALSO

In case of a fire

Halogenfree compounds show 
‘low smoke’ emission during a 
fire

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit



‘Halogenfree’ ?   Why ? ………..because : ALSO……

Low smoke characteristics will minimise loss of visibility in the event of a 
fire and will reduce evacuation times considerably. This results in 

saving lives!

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

http://images.google.nl/imgres?imgurl=http://static2.thrivesmart.com/uploaded_images/business_images/0003/9417/Woman-Glasses-1_slide_show.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.pullmaneyedoctor.com/&usg=__pYFI3MBGFHS1BND67IUCcaKMgfM=&h=300&w=400&sz=104&hl=nl&start=4&um=1&tbnid=6WFCrcj90biziM:&tbnh=93&tbnw=124&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dglasses%26hl%3Dnl%26um%3D1


Trains are made to 
move large groups of 
people quickly and 
safely!

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit



Trains are made to 
move large groups of 
people quickly and 
safely!
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Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

That’s what we want!



It is obvious: we have to 
prevent creating toxic
gases for all passengers
in case of a fire

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit



‘Oil-resistant’?  Why ? ………..because :

Swollen cables, may also “hurt”, as 
swelling, f.i due to oil-absorbing, 
needs more space in (motor) 
compartments, and therefore cables
could get heavily damaged during
swelling.Swelling due to oil

Swollen cable

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit



‘Oil-resistant’?  Why ? ………..because :

Swollen cables therefore may lose :
- Mechanical properties, and
- Electrical properties
and thus ….  lose safe conditions !

Swelling due to oil

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit



‘Oil-resistant’?  Why ? ………..because :

Rail vehicles and their
cabling systems needs to be
safe all the time, day after
day, year after year.

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit
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That’s what we want!



• Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

Stringent specifications for
rolling stock and rapid transit

EN 50264 and EN 50306



• Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

EN 50264 Divided in : - standard wall constructions

- reduced wall construction

The increasing tendency and need to reduce both volume 
and weight has lead to the development of miniaturised
cables, as well as high temperature cables with enhanced
performance.
This leads to highly stressed materials being used in the
harsh environment of rolling stock.



EN 50264-3-1 (single conductors with reduced wall of the insulation)

EN 50264-3-2 (multi conductors with reduced wall of both the insulation
a and overall sheath)

EN 50306-2 (single conductors with thin wall of the insulation)

EN 50306-4 (multi core conductors with thin wall of both the insulation
a and overall sheath)

Space and weight savings: reduced and thin wall wire & cables

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

EN 50264-2-1 & -2-2 concern ‘standard’ wall constructions (not really targeted anymore)



• Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

Cable construction Table Voltage
Single core, flexible, unsheathed 1 0,6/1 kV
Single core, flexible, unsheathed 2 1,8/3 kV
Single core, flexible, sheathed 3 1,8/3 kV
Single core, flexible, sheathed 4 3,6/6 kV

EN 50264-3-1 (single core, reduced dimensions)



• Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

Cable construction Table Voltage
Multicore, flexible. (Overall jacket)
unscreened and screened

1 & 2 300 - 500 V

Multicore, flexible. (Overall jacket)
unscreened and screened

4 – 9 0,6/1 kV

EN 50264-3-2 (Multicore, reduced dimensions)



• Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

What makes these specifications so difficult?

To find a compound or ‘compound systems’ which can cover the       
c combination of:

- Halogenfree, but high flame-retardancy
- Low temperature flexibility
- Low toxicity
- High oil resistance (IRM 902 (24 hrs 100°C )  & IRM 903 (168 hrs, 70°C))
- Reduced and thin wall insulation
- Good electrical properties
- Operating temperatures 20.000 hrs , 125°C



• Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

To cover these specifications, we knew we would
probably end up with many compounds …

Our target however was to minimize the number of 
compounds and still cover all demanding
requirements in the various possible cable
constructions.

This resulted in the strategy to develop 4 compounds,   
t to cover the ‘most wanted’ EN 50264 and EN 50306           
c constructions.



• Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

Why did we decide to go for 4 compounds ?

We knew it would be a challenge to minimize the 
number of compounds with the combination of 
electrical properties, halogenfree flame-retardancy, 
mechanical properties and oil-resistance for primary
insulation applications and jacketing.



• Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

Insul. Sheath Requirement Hazard level 
Temperature / oil

1 2 & 3 4

EI 106 EM 101 Low temp, oil resistant - 25°C ; IRM 902 A B C

EI 107 EM 102 Extra low temp, oil
resistant

- 40°C ; IRM 902 D E F

EI 108 EM 103 Low temp, extra oil & fuel
resistant

-25°C ; IRM 902  
& 903

G H J

EI 109 EM 104 Extra low temp, extra oil
& fuel resistant

-40°C ; IRM 902
& 903

K L M

EI 110 - Extra low temp, no oil & 
fuel resistant

- 40°C ;  - O O O

EN 50264



• Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

Therfore we aimed at developing of :
- 2 different primary insulation compounds for EN 50264

1 for primary insulation having excellent electrical
properties and -40 C low temperature flexibility

1 for primary insulation having good electrical properties,
good oil-resistance and -40 C low temperature flexibility

- 1 jacketing compound, meeting all requirements, so it could ‘act’ as   
a a secondary insulation for EN 50264 and as an overall jacket for

EN 50264 and EN 50306.  Simple : ‘One meets all’ (=  EM 104.\)
- 1 insulation system (-40 C and IRM 902 & IRM 903 oil-resistant)           
w which could be used for EN 50306



• Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

Insul. Sheath Requirement Hazard level 
Temperature / oil

1 2 & 3 4

EI 106 EM 101 Low temp, oil resistant - 25°C ; IRM 902 A B C

EI 107 EM 102 Extra low temp, oil
resistant

- 40°C ; IRM 902 D E F

EI 108 EM 103 Low temp, extra oil & fuel
resistant

-25°C ; IRM 902  
& 903

G H J

EI 109 EM 104 Extra low temp, extra oil
& fuel resistant

-40°C ; IRM 902
& 903

K L M

EI 110 - Extra low temp, no oil & 
fuel resistant

- 40°C ; - O O O

EN 50264



The ex(p/t)ensive R&D programm, started early 2007 and 
resulted in 4 compounds for low weight & thin wall cables

- for use in power cars, diesel-electric locomotives, electric
and diesel multiple units (EMU and DMU), high-capacity
rails, mono rail and light rail vehicles, sleeping cars and 
passenger coaches, acc. to EN 50264, and

- for thin wall signal cables and other cables, which are 
resistant to chemicals, acids, oils and fuels according to    
EN 50306.

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit

With excellent feedback of a few (non disclosed) 
cooperative cable factories inside and outside Europe



The 4 compounds covering all this are:

RDX 2264-1 (primary) insulation

RDX 2264-2 (primary) insulation

RDX 2264-3  jacketing & (secondary) insulation

RDX 2306-1  insulation

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit



RDX 2264-1

(primary) insulation compound

- Halogenfree

- Excellent electrical properties

- 20.000 hrs 125 °C

- Excellent mechanical properties

- EN 50264-1:  EI 105 and EI 110

RDX 2264-1

RDX 2264-1RDX 2264-3

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit



RDX 2264-2

(primary) insulation compound, with improved oil-resistance

- Halogenfree, with increased flame-retardancy

- Good electrical properties

- 20.000 hrs 125 °C

- Excellent mechanical properties

- EI 101, 102, 106, 107 & 110
RDX 2264-2

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit



RDX 2264-3

Jacketing (and ‘secondary insulation’) compound

- Halogenfree, with excellent flame-retardancy

- Superb fluid resistance

- 20.000 hrs 125 °C

- Excellent mechanical properties

- EI 109 (for secondary insulation) 

- EM  101, 102, 103 and EM 104
RDX 2264-3

RDX 2264-3

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit



RDX 2306-1

(primary) insulation compound for reduced wall thicknesses

- Made to meet various EN 50306 constructions

- Halogenfree

- Extra oil and fuel resistance (Class M material).

- 20.000 hrs 125 °C  and extra low temperature ( - 40 C)

- Excellent mechanical properties

- Class S2 sheathing material (acc. to EN 50306-1)

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit



Conclusion:

With only 4 radiation crosslinkable compounds, 
thin & reduced wall cable constructions can be
manufactured.
(as specified in EN 50264 and EN 50306 for rolling stock and rapid
transit)

Request from the industry
Develop halogenfree, oil-resistant compounds 

for rolling stock & rapid transit



Are you looking for compounds
which can make money?

- compounds



You just
found them !



p

Thank you for your attention


